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Conjecture

! Theory == DSL

(Domain Specific Language)

! Case study:

! Propose theory of table recognition

! Design DSL to encode theory

! Encode methods to compare in DSL

! Validate, apply, compare

Problem:

!  Understand & compare table

recognition methods

! Only documentation is source
code for tools themselves

! Imperative code in various

languages (mostly C)

! Unreadable

!  Only comparison by results on

examples, no benchmarks

Theory I:  Data

!  Directed graph with attributes

represent both input and

recognition results (interpretations)

! Nodes represent physical regions

! Edges represent relations on

regions

!  Recognition steps locally

transform graph



Theory II:  Operations

!  Region creation, classification

!  Segment, merge, re-segment regions

!  Relate regions (e.g. horizontal

adjacency)

!  Reject classifications, relation

elements

!  Accept and reject interpretations

!  Guards for conditional application

DSL for Theory: RSL
    strategy main
       adapt aResolution using
           getScanResolution()
           observing
               {Image} regions

       classify {Word} regions as {Cell}

       relate {Cell} regions with {adjacent_right} using
           defineRightAdjacency(sMaxRowSeparation,
              aResolution)

       segment {Cell} regions into {Row} using
           mergeRowsFromCells()
           observing
               {adjacent_right} relations

       accept interpretations
   end strategy

Applying RSL

!  Table structure recognition methods

dominated by Handley, Hu

!  No one knows why they work well,

or how they relate

!  Encode each in RSL to expose

method according to theory

(Insert two years of huge work here)



Applying RSL

!  Validate by running RSL encodings vs

original programs

!  9 pages (Handley), 3 pages (Hu)

!  So what do we do with it?

! Map back to theory

! Compare methods in detail
using RSL models

RSL to Theory (Handley)

RSL to Theory (Hu) Comparison: Handley vs Hu

!  Run RSL interpretations of both over a

large set of same example inputs

!  Store history of decision tree (model

according to theory)

!  Match and compare historical

decision trees to understand

process similarities and

differences



Moral

!  DSL’s (which we understand) can

encode theories (which Steve says

we don’t)

!  Provides a bridge to a theory,

exposing method models

!  Enables detailed empirical

comparison of incomparable

methods

Downside

! It’s a lot of work

- (doesn’t surprise scientists)

- (but scares software engineers)
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